Hotel Recommendations

Berlin is a major tourist destination with an excellent infrastructure. There are accommodations available in all price categories. Berlin is known for being relatively inexpensive as compared with other European capitals. At most times of the year, a room in a three star hotel will cost between 70 € and 90 €. The Annual Working Meeting of the ICPHR will be taking place during the final games of the UEFA Champions League which are being hosted this year in Berlin. In addition, Corpus Christi is on June 4th which means a long weekend for those parts of the country which celebrate the holiday, resulting in more tourism for Berlin. For these reasons, room prices are higher than usual and some hotels are already fully booked. You should book your accommodation as soon as possible. We recommend specifically the following hotels, but there are many other possibilities which you can find on the Internet or through your tourist agent. There is no special conference rate for the bookings; you should just book directly. The stars refer to the European hotel class rating. Berlin is a large city geographically. Be sure to check how far your accommodation will be from the location of the meeting!

The “Official” Conference Hotel

The following hotel is located very close to the KHSB, where the meeting will be held, and is also a short distance from the city center by subway. The subway station is just across the street. A single room will cost about 145 € with breakfast (including taxes).

**ABACUS Tierpark Hotel** (4 stars)
Franz-Mett-Str. 3-9
10319 Berlin
E-Mail: reservation@abacus-hotel.de

Other Recommended Hotels

These hotels are more centrally located. The university can be reached by subway and streetcar involving one or two transfers. A single room will cost about 145 € with breakfast (including taxes).

**Motel One** – Berlin-Alexanderplatz (3 stars)
Dircksenstr. 36
10179 Berlin
E-Mail: berlin-alexanderplatz@motel-one.com
Web: [http://www.motel-one.com/de/hotels/berlin/hotel-berlin-alexanderplatz/#t=hotelinfo](http://www.motel-one.com/de/hotels/berlin/hotel-berlin-alexanderplatz/#t=hotelinfo)
Motel One – Berlin-Spittelmarkt (3 stars)
Leipziger Straße 50
10117 Berlin
E-Mail: berlin-spittelmarkt@motel-one.com
Web: http://www.motel-one.com/de/hotels/berlin/hotel-berlin-spittelmarkt/

Myer’s Hotel (3 stars)
Metzer Straße 26
10405 Berlin
E-Mail: info@myershote.de
Web: http://www.myershote.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1&Itemid=2&lang=de

Hotel ibis Berlin-Mitte (2 stars)
Prenzlauer Allee 4
10405 Berlin
Deutschland
E-Mail: H0357@ACCOR.com

Budget Hotels with Local Charm

Prices run about 60 € with breakfast (including taxes).

Ostel Hostel Berlin – Berlin-Friedrichshain
Wriezener Karree 5
10243 Berlin
E-Mail: contact@ostel.eu
Web: http://www.ostel.eu/

Schall und Rauch – Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg
Gleimstraße 23
10437 Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg
E-Mail: info@schall-und-rauch.de
Web: http://schall-und-rauch.de/hotel-pension/

Boutique Hotels

You can stay in typical Berlin buildings in trendy neighborhoods and eat a Russian breakfast!
Something special if you want to make a vacation out of your stay. Rooms run about 180 € with breakfast (including taxes).

Hotel Zarenhof Friedrichshain (4 stars)
Boxhagener Straße 17
10245 Berlin
E-Mail: berlin.fh@hotel-zarenhof.de
Web: http://www.hotel-zarenhof.de/hotel_berlin_mitte_friedrichshain_kreuzberg_o2_arena.aspx
Hotel Zarenhof Prenzlauer Berg (4 stars)
Schönhauser Allee 140
10437 Berlin
E-Mail: berlin.pb@hotel-zarenhof.de
Web: http://www.hotel-zarenhof.de/hotel_berlin_prenzlauer_berg_4_sterne_schoenhauser_allee.aspx